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3 of 3 review helpful Give it a try By Mousie I have to admit that at first I was a skeptical about this book and the 
storyline However the author managed to make me stop thinking about who this book is about and focus on what it s 
about I give it five stars because I think Pearl Love is a wickedly good writer and I really did begin to love the story 
My advice buy the book and give it a chance 0 of 0 review he A malicious deception An ancient curse A timeless love 
Brian Macon is a worn out homicide detective whose job and life hold no meaning until he meets a gorgeous German 
man who turns his world upside down Alrick Ritter has a poet s soul a master cellist s skill and a sniper s deadly 
accuracy and though constrained by sinister forces to be a killer for hire Alrick wants nothing more than to be with 
Brian Helpless to resist the call of their hearts Brian an 
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